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Economists have long been interested in the relationship between monetary arrangements and interest rates. One particular question has been whether, over substantial periods of
time, real interest rates are influenced by monetary arrangements or instead are determined solely by tastes and technology. By tastes and technology we mean people's willingness
to substitute between present and future consumption and the
opportunities technologies present to make such substitutions.
One way to attempt to answer this question is to look at historical periods. The more than 30-year period in the United
States from 1882 to 1914 seems, on the surface, to be a good
candidate for providing evidence in favor of the monetary arrangements view. During this period, national banks, private
banking firms with national charters, could issue their own
circulating notes, provided those notes were backed by specified government securities. This, one would surmise, could
easily lead to a situation similar to one in which nominal interest rates are pegged at a low level through the lending activities of a central bank and in which those rates affect real
interest rates.
More precisely, the conclusion that real interest rates were
determined by monetary arrangements during the 1882-1914
period would follow from confirmation of three straightforward hypotheses. The first is that nominal interest rates on
those government securities eligible to back note issue were
determined by the costs of note issue. Everyone agrees that
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national bank notes functioned in their role as hand-to-hand
currency just like base money, so that the nominal interest rate
on national bank notes was zero. As a result, the nominal interest rates on eligible bonds should have equaled the cost of
note issue. Otherwise, the implied profits would have induced
additional demand for eligible bonds which would have tended to lower their yields.
The second hypothesis is that all nominal interest rates
were determined by those on the eligible bonds. Since all the
eligible bonds were not being held as backing for notes, some
of them were competing with other assets in people's portfolios. As a result, returns on eligible bonds should have been
competitive with those on other assets, which implies that all
nominal interest rates were the same as those on eligible bonds
(once adjustments are made for risk).
The first two hypotheses imply that nominal interest rates
were determined by monetary arrangements during this period. The third hypothesis is that during this period, when the
United States was on a gold standard, no mechanism connected the (expected) inflation rate directly to the monetary arrangements. Such a connection must exist, however, in order
to reconcile a nominal interest rate determined by monetary
arrangements with a real interest rate determined solely by
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tastes and technology—unless one allows for the unlikely possibility that such a reconciliation occurred by accident. Thus
the three hypotheses, if confirmed, would indeed imply that
monetary arrangements for the 1882-1914 period did determine real interest rates.
This conclusion has not been reached by most other researchers, however. The main reason is that the first and perhaps most obvious of the hypotheses has not been confirmed.
Instead, what has come to be called the national bank note
paradox has been discovered: nominal interest rates on eligible bonds were seemingly too high to be explained by the
costs of intermediating them into notes or, equivalently, were
so high that note issue was extremely profitable.
In this paper, we resolve the paradox by pointing out some
costs of note issue that previous studies have ignored. Previous studies have neglected costs of note issue stemming from
two sources. First, banks were generally unable to keep all
their issued notes in circulation. Second, the requirement that
banks redeem their notes on demand in base money and the
fact that actual redemptions were highly variable exacerbated
reserve management problems for note issuing banks. Once
these costs are recognized, the interest rates on eligible bonds
do not seem paradoxically high and the first hypothesis does
not have to be rejected. The paradox disappears. Such a result
opens the way to further study of the second and third hypotheses and, if these hypotheses are confirmed, to the conclusion
that monetary arrangements affect real interest rates.
Reassessing the Profit Paradox . . .
On the whole, previous studies of national bank note issue
have found a paradox: note issue was an extremely profitable
activity for national banks. These studies have generally used
the same approach to determine the profitability of a bank's
marginal decision to issue more notes, treating it like a pure
arbitrage opportunity. But as we will show, the decision to issue more notes was far from being a risk-free or pure arbitrage opportunity for bankers.
The standard approach researchers have taken can be explained in terms of a typical national bank's balance sheet,
which is shown in the table. The balance sheet has three main
categories of assets: U.S. government bonds that were eligible
to back note issue (B), reserves held against notes and deposits, and other earning assets (A). The balance sheet also has
two main categories of liabilities—deposits and notes (N).
The difference between assets and liabilities is the bank's net
worth or equity, which consisted of paid-in capital and surplus.1
Under this standard approach, the profitability of note issue
is analyzed by considering a marginal decision to issue additional notes by adding an eligible bond with par value 1 dollar
and price p dollars. If we let Ax stand for the change in cate-
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Typical National Bank Note Balance Sheet
Assets

Liabilities

Eligible B o n d s

Deposits

Reserves

Notes

Other Earning Assets

Net Worth (Equity)
P a i d - i n Capital
Surplus

gory jc in the balance sheet, this decision is AB = p. Once
these additional bonds were deposited with the U.S. Treasury,
a national bank could increase the amount of notes it issued.
A national bank could issue an amount of notes no greater
than 90 percent (100 percent after 1900) of the lesser of par
or market value of its eligible bonds on deposit with the U.S.
Treasury. Thus based on this bond purchase, AN=amin(p, 1),
where a is equal to 0.9 before 1900 and equal to 1.0 thereafter and min means minimum. The difference between bonds
purchased and notes issued is AB - AN = p - amin(/?,l),
which is positive or zero depending on the price of bonds and
the magnitude of a. When the difference is positive, it must
be financed—either by a reduction in the sum of other assets
plus excess reserves or by some combination of that plus an
injection of capital. For now, we assume that the difference
was financed by a reduction in other assets: that is, A A = AN
- AB. To summarize, the balance sheet effects of a decision
to add an eligible bond with par value 1 dollar and price p
dollars are that the holdings of eligible bonds increase by p,
the holdings of other earning assets decrease by p amin(/?,l), and note issue increases by amin(/?,l).
The change in a bank's profits from adding an eligible
bond with par value 1 dollar and price p dollars follows from
the changes in revenues and costs associated with these alterations in its balance sheet. The increase in a bank's holdings of
eligible bonds increases its revenues by the amount of interest
earned on the bond holdings. If we let rB stand for a measure
of the annual yield on the eligible bond, the increased revenue
is rBp. The decrease in holdings of other earning assets decreases the bank's revenue. If we let rA stand for the annual

'Paid-in capital was that portion of a bank's subscribed capital that had actually
been purchased by its stockholders. National banks were required to have 50 percent
of their subscribed capital paid in before commencing business, with theremainderto
be paid in installments. Surplus is the bank's accumulated undistributed profits.

